G o a Board Of Secondary and Higher Secondary Education
Admission Card - April 2021

School Index

Centre

Seat No.

Stream

Date Of Birth

HSO69

12 PANAJI

59110

H.S.S.C Science

14/07/2003

Name

DELRICH MANDREKAR GEORGSE

Exemption

Subject Details

Claimed "XX"

|4411 English
|4427 - French lI

4702-Physics
4703- Chemistry

4705-Computer Science
4754 Mathematics

The candidate has signed in my presence
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(Signature of Candidate)

Institution Stámp
*PANIA

INSTRUCTONS TO CANDIDATEs

1.

(Signature of Head of Institution)
THE PRINCIPAL

0UN BOSCO HIGHER SECONDARY9OHCM
ANAJI-GOA

The candidate shall preserve and produce the admission card at each session ofthe examination, failing which he/she will be disallowed to answer
the examination.
The candidate shall preserve the admission card till the completion of process of verification of marks.
He/She shall use blue ball pen only for writing the answer and black lead pencil for figure, diagrams, graph and rough work. Use of any colored
ink is strictly prohibited. answers written in any color other than blue shall not be assessed. No Gel pen shall be used.
He/She shall not use supporting pad while writing the answers.
He/She shall enter the seat number and the other particulars in the space provided on the front of every answer book and supplement and ensure
that it is signed and dated by the Block Supervisor. He/She shall not enter the name and /or seat number on any other part of the answer book and

6.

supplement.

The Candidate shall not reveal his/ her identity in the answer book or thesupplement
The candidates shall not be allowed to leave the examination hall during the first one hour or during the last 10 minutes of the examination.

Candidates are forbidden to take any bookor part of book/mobile phone/wirelessset/calculatorand any electronic gadeet in any formwaterbottle
having labelsupporting pad for writing/scribbled material in the examination hall. In case of default they shall bepunishedunderprevailing nules.
The candidates shall stop writing the answers with the final bell, tie all supplements to the main answer books and stick HC Sticker on front page
of main answer book and on every supplement. They shall not leave their seats until the completion of answer book andunless directed to do so.
10. The candidates involved in mal-practice shall be punished as per the Board's schedule of punishment by cancellation of result of that examination

and debarring up to 8 more examinations depending upon the gravity of offence which includes (a) making appeal to the examiner (b) writing/
provocative or abusive and threatening language in the answer book (©) attaching currency notes to the answer book with or without any remarks
(d) communicating or talking with other candidates (e) bringing or processing notebooks ete. in the exanmination hall ( passing slips of paper,
answer books, or supplements to other candidates (g) copying between two or more candidates(h) smuggling into examination hall answer books,

supplements with answers written in them () impersonation cases () running away from examination hall with answer book ) non co-operation
with the authorities of the board () tampering with the seat number of other candidates (m) entering wrong seat number on own answer book etc.
11. He/She shall not declare/tamper seat number/barcode sticker.
12. He/She shall ascertain that correct seat number is affixed on the answer book.
13. For further instructions kindly refer offered website gbshse.gov.in

